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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Fifteenth Day: Saturday, November 18, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 142-32-26-19—23%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)BYE CRAZY EYES: Won only start for a tag; like the stretch out to 8F   
(#6)OVER RIDER: Fifth in key prep for this; drops, gets great post draw 
(#1)UNITED PATRIOT: Logical spot for 1st crack at winners; “bullet” noted 
(#5)DIRTY DIAMONDDEEDS: Nice turn of foot in slow debut win; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)BIG EXCHANGE: Gets the stalking trip under “Lanerail”; loves 8.5F           
(#4)CEEKY: Third at 27-1 in first start for Van Berg; class drop on point 
(#6)PRIVATE TIME: Like the rider switch to Court; has speed, hood “on” 
(#5)PRIVATE PARTY: He’s the speed of the speed; aired in last 2-turn race  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-6-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)FORT FORTITUDE: Impressed on debut for $50K; sharp works since   
(#5)JUNKET: Race sets up for his late kick; capable of winning fresh 
(#7)ROYAL ASSET: Been facing better stock; at his best at six-panel trip 
(#3)REVENANT ONE: Turned heads in KEE maiden win; like cutback to 6F  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-7-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)TAP DADDY: Handles a forgiving turf course; just missed in sloppy G3  
(#7)TRUE LOYALTY: Capable on dirt and turf; has never run a bad race 
(#10)PONT DU GARD: Factors if this heat stays on turf; needs a good start 
(#11)MR ASHLEY: Longshot has appeal if race comes off grass; slop is a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-10-11 
 
 
RACE FIVE—Bet On Sunshine Stakes 
(#8)LIMOUSINE LIBERAL: Mud lark figures to get slop; holds all the aces   
(#1)LE KEN(ARG): Drops, love the turf-to-dirt angle; moves up in the mud 
(#5)STORM ADVISORY: Dictates the pace with late scratch of Uncontested 
(#2)THE TRUTH OR ELSE: Gets pace to set up closing move; capable fresh 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-5-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)CODE ELEVEN ELEVEN: 2-pronged drop, wide in last; longshot special   
(#12)LAST DROP OF WINE: First start for a tag; the wide draw is a concern 
(#11)BIRDIES HONOR: Double-dip drop right on target; tighter this time 
(#8)PISTOL BOX: First-timer hooks a weak bunch on debut; 15-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-12-11-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)PROMISES BROKEN: Toss last off long layoff; barn effective off claim   
(#5)AUDACIOUS ANGEL: First off claim for Asmussen; sharp KEE dirt win 
(#2)LIKE A HAINT: Won 4-of-9 in 2017, consistent; first start for new barn 
(#9)SIZZLE FACTOR: Improved with blinkers, returns to dirt; pace factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)LA DAME BLANCHE: Game on debut; tries 1-turn, hooks a soft crew   
(#12)SHE’S A GYPSY: Closer needs a sharp start; love 12-hole out of chute 
(#10)SUNAPEE: Debut better than it looks on paper; attracts Lanerie 
(#2)ABSOLUTE LOVE: Wide trip costly in last; like cutback to 1-turn mile 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-12-10-2 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)RING KNOCKER: Placed in 23-of-32 lifetime; love the turf-to-dirt play   
(#4)IT’S THE TRUTH: Tick cheap, moves up in slop; first off claim for Cox 
(#5)CHAMPAGNE PROBLEMS: Tough beat in Dogwood S.—CD record dicey 
(#1)BREAKING BREAD: Best at 6.5F trip; sharp “bullet” blowout on 11-15 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-5-1 
 
 
RACE TEN—Cardinal Handicap (G3T) 
(#2)TRICKY ESCAPE: Consistent, 9F in wheelhouse; loves cut in ground   
(#10)FAIR POINT: Bred to relish the extra distance but winless in 2017 
(#11)RES ISPA: Riding 2-race win streak; never off board on local course 
(#9)LINDA: 3rd behind Miss Temple City two back; third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-11-9 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#8)NEAPOLITAN: Significant class drop for hot outfit; gets the pocket trip   
(#1)REAL DISCREET: Sitting on a “bullet” breeze; class drop is significant 
(#10)PETTY GAMBIT: Game second in slop at KEE; don’t ignore if raining 
(#2)DOCTOR LEE: Closer may need more than 6-panels to get home on top 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-10-2 
 
 
  


